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ABSTRACT
This paper reports work on a catalog that includes not only
standard metadata but also a complete reference transcription for
each work so that users can explicitly cite not only every version
but also every word in every version of a work. The Functional
Requirements for Bibliographic Records conceptual model
(FRBR) allows us to move beyond printed books and to track the
logical units within (and often across) printed books: works (e.g.,
the Iliad) and expressions (e.g., versions such as the 10th century
Venetus A manuscript or Butler’s English translation). The
Canonical Text Services (CTS) Data Model builds upon FRBR,
allowing us to cite each word in any version of a text and to do so
by building upon established citation schemes inherited from print
(e.g., the chapter/verse citation scheme in the Bible). This paper
describes a concrete implementation of such a catalogue of 3,679
Greek and Latin works that includes FRBR inspired metadata and
TEI XML transcriptions that were revised to facilitate
implementing a CTS API. It also describes how all the different
versions of a work can be serialized as variations on the reference
version. The FRBR+CTS catalog provides data by which text reuse and alignment services can automatically detect different
versions of and quotations from the reference text, aligning all
discovered instances according to a canonical citation scheme.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.7 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Digital Libraries –
Standards

commercial Thesaurus Linguae Graecae (TLG) Digital Library of
Classical Greek and Brepols Series-A collections of Classical
Latin collections claim 105 and 65 million words respectively.1
The first survey of Latin alone from this first million plus books
[3] thus created a collection of Latin that was an order of
magnitude larger than the two largest commercial collections of
Greek and Latin combined. The HathiTrust2 lists 83,000 titles in
Latin, of which 64,000 are in the public domain and available for
extensive automatic processing by HathiTrust members. If
proportions observed in the Internet Archive sample are true for
the Hathi collections, more than 8 billion words of Greek and
Latin are available in print books available in digital form.
Many users in many instances — perhaps most users in most
instances — who are studying primary sources are not always
interested in books. They are interested in the logical primary
sources that may be published as parts of books and in all the
information that they need to understand those sources. The
standard reading environment of the Perseus Digital Library3
provides a concrete, well-established, if still in some ways
rudimentary, response to this need. Perseus has gradually
developed digital collections since 1987, with a particular focus
upon Greek and Latin; it serves an international audience, with the
number of unique visitors in 2013 ranging from 237,000 during
the summer to more than 420,000 during the fall semester.
A core function of Perseus has been to organize information
relevant to a particular canonical chunk of a text. Perseus is
designed to manage multiple versions of the same work.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In 2010, David Bamman identified among the first 1.2 million
books downloaded from the Internet Archive, approximately
22,000 books that were primarily in Latin — a collection that
contained more than 2.4 billion words. [3] By contrast, the
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Figure 1: A text as viewed in the Perseus Digital Library
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The figure above presents an English translation for chapter 1,
book 1 of Livy’s History of Rome. A particular edition of the
Latin is in the main field in the center while structural metadata
appears on the left. The right hand column, however, illustrates an
attempt to aggregate as much information as possible and aligns
multiple editions, translations, an ancient summary of book 1 of
Livy in Latin and in English, as well as a German commentary,
and references to Livy 1.1 from various reference works.
The approach currently implemented in Perseus has at least two
fundamental drawbacks. First, the results are not customized
(adapted to user-specified parameters) or personalized (adapted to
the needs of the user as inferred from prior behavior). The second
drawback mitigates the effects of the first: the data aggregation
depends upon hand-encoding of XML texts — a labor-intensive
task that is inherently not scalable to millions of books, or even to
the 90,000 digitized printed books that the HathiTrust lists as
being in Greek and/or Latin. As we begin to aggregate this much
information about Greek and Latin texts, simply reporting all
known information will become less and less useful.
Fully automated methods can at least in part address both
challenges. A variety of customization and personalization
technologies exist and could be implemented. Methods also exist
to automatically identify the chapter and verse style primary
source citations by which students of Greek and Latin texts have
cited most surviving texts for generations [9]. Methods also exist
to identify multiple versions of, and even quotations from, a work
[5, 6].

Text alignment is also used for finding groups of texts whose structure corresponds in other ways,
such as works published in different languages, or texts and their commentaries. Here, for
instance, we see an automatically generated alignment between the Latin text of Vergil's Aeneid
and a commentary. The first bar depicts the first eight books of the Aeneid. The green in this first
bar indicates the aligned portions, from which we can tell that the commentary only deals with the
first three books of the Aeneid. The second bar depicts the commentary. Its green portions are brief
passages from the text of the Aeneid, and the intervening red bars are the commentary, which does
not align.

Figure 3: Partial duplicate detection by the Mining a Million
Scanned Books Project
Figures 2 and 3 show how work done by the Mining a Million
Scanned Books Project5 can detect full and partial duplicates of a
work in a very large collection. The work presented here allows
such a system not only to detect where a work appears in part or
in full but also to align those different versions and quotations to a
conventional citation scheme.
Automatic text reuse detection cannot by itself create a structured
visualization such as the one offered by Perseus, because the
Perseus visualization is organized around standard chapter/verse,
book/line etc. citation schemes. We need a transcription of at
least one reference edition where the citation scheme has been
encoded.
<div1 type="Book" n="1">
<milestone ed="p" n="1" unit="card"/>
<l n=”1”>Arma virumque cano, Troiae qui primus ab oris</l>
<l n=”2”>Italiam, fato profugus, Laviniaque venit</l>
<l n=”3”>litora, multum ille et terris iactatus et alto</l>

Figure 4: Encoded text from Virgil’s Aeneid

In large scanning projects, such as those undertaken by Google or the Internet Archive in multiple
libraries, a particular book or work may be scanned multiple times. In this visualization, aligned
portions of two books are shown with green regions, which take up most of the text. Two of the
editions of The travels and adventures of Monsieur Violet contain the entire work, while the third
edition contains only the third volume. The green portion, therefore, of the last bar shows that it
covers only the last third of the original work.

Figure 2: Duplicate detection by the Mining a Million Scanned
Books Project
By looking for shared sequences of words and even letters, we can
find many different versions of a text, even when other versions of
the text have different editorial readings or when 20% of the
characters are incorrectly transcribed. This builds upon extensive
research in string matching from bio-informatics and other
domains [8, 10, 11]. A transcribed TEI-XML4 text is not simply a
text that is useful by itself; it is also an extended query by which
we can search very large collections. In a truly digital library, the
text itself is part of the metadata by which we search and organize
sources. Querying Google for three or more of the words in the
quotation in Figure 4 generates thousands of documents that quote
this part of the relevant passage (for example searching for
“iactatus et alto” retrieves 27,800 hits).

Once we have a text encoded as in Figure 4, we know that the
words “Arma virumque cano, Troaie qui primus ab oris”
constitute line 2 of book 1 of a particular edition of the Aeneid.
This citation+string becomes a key that we can use to scour large
collections for quotations and alternate editions [2]. Because we
can use n-grams of characters as well as words, we can identify
many different versions of a work — for instance only about 10%
of the words in a complicated text such as Aeschylus’s Suppliant
Women will differ from edition to edition. A single reference
edition is all that is needed to identify many quotations and almost
all duplicate editions. The reference edition does not have to be
the most up-to-date edition and it can even include residual data
entry errors.
In the rest of this paper, we describe two foundational data
structures: (1) FRBR inspired metadata by which we can track
many different versions of a work (whether or not we have a full
transcriptions) and (2) the TEI-XML reference transcriptions used
to align multiple versions of a work.

2. THE CANONICAL TEXT SERVICES
DATA MODEL
The Canonical Text Services (CTS) Protocol is a specification
that “defines a network service for identifying texts and for
retrieving fragments of texts by canonical reference expressed as
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CTS-URNs.”6 The CTS data model extends the Functional
Requirements for Bibliographic Records (FRBR) hierarchy so that
it can address every word in every version of a Work. This data
model includes the following entities:
Textgroups are defined as “traditional, convenient groupings of
texts such as ‘authors’ for literary works, or corpus collections for
epigraphic or papyrological texts”7 and include unique identifiers
but also support multiple titles (to support multi-lingual
collections). The use of this concept allows us to rationalize the
fact that classicists cite Thucydides (a particular author) and the
Greek Anthology (a Byzantine collection with poems by many
authors) in much the same way (Thuc. 1.22.1 vs. Anth. 3.22.2).

This collection made use of the MODS12 and MADS13 standards
developed by the U.S. Library of Congress and was intended to
provide cataloged access to at least one version of every surviving
major Greek and Latin author from antiquity. The catalog is
currently being re-conceptualized as the basis for the Open Greek
and Latin Project and is also part of both the Billion Word Library
and the Reinventing Humanities Publication14, projects both
supported by the European Social Fund and hosted at the
University of Leipzig. Open Greek and Latin is but one
component of the recently-announced Open Philology Project
launched by the Humboldt Chair of Digital Humanities at
Leipzig.15

As defined by the official FRBR guidelines8, a Work is “a distinct
intellectual or artistic creation.” For example, Plato’s Allegory of
the Cave occurs in his work, The Republic.

In the Perseus Catalog, the user will find record identifiers such
as:

We use these entities to develop CTS compliant URNs9. As a part
of the CTS and CITE Architecture10, these URNs “provide the
permanent canonical references” on which CTS relies “in order to
identify or retrieve passages of text.” An example may prove
illustrative. The text group Homer has the URN
urn:cts:greekLit:tlg0012; the work Iliad has the URN
urn:cts:greekLit:tlg0012.tlg001; and lastly, the edition of the Iliad,
published in 1931 and edited by Thomas W. Allen, has the URN
urn:cts:greekLit:tlg0012.tlg001.perseus-grcX1.

urn:cts:latinLit:phi0474.phi052.opp-lat117

3. THE PERSEUS CATALOG

The Perseus Catalog11 is an attempt to provide systematic catalog
access to at least one online edition of every major Greek and
Latin author (both surviving and fragmentary) from antiquity to
600 CE. To do so, the Perseus Catalog uses the CTS/FRBR data
model to represent different expressions (primarily manuscript
witnesses, scholarly editions and translations into other languages)
of particular works. The Perseus Catalog provides breadth of
coverage, including many editions for which we have no scanned
page images, much less curated TEI XML.

urn:cts:greekLit:tlg0284.tlg052.perseus-grc116
urn:cts:latinLit:stoa0255.stoa00418
These Canonical Text Service (CTS) -URN identifiers used in the
Perseus Catalog reference identifiers for authors and works from
the TLG and Packard Humanities Institute (PHI)19 canons as well
as in some cases the Stoa Latin Text Inventory. These identifiers
were used because they have domain-specific meaning for
members of the classical community and provide a semantic cue
as to the author or work being referenced. They do not indicate
that a specific edition from the TLG or PHI canon is being
referenced.
In addition, over the course of cataloging in the last seven years,
many works have been discovered without identifiers in any of
these canons, including the following types:

Still a work in progress, the catalog currently includes 3,679
individual works (2,522 Greek and 1,247 Latin), with over 11,000
links to online versions of these works (6,419 in Google Books,
5,098 to the Internet Archive, 593 to the HathiTrust). The Perseus
interface now includes links to the Perseus Catalog from the main
navigation bar, and also from within the majority of texts in the
Greco-Roman collection.
The current Perseus Catalog of Greek and Latin was first
conceived of in 2005 as a “FRBRized” catalog for the Perseus
Digital Library’s online collection of Greek and Latin texts [7].
This eventually grew into what became known as the “FRBRInspired catalog” [1] for a growing collection of digitized Greek
and Latin books (both being produced in-house at Perseus and in
the Open Content Alliance).

•

Anonymous works that could not be identified reliably
or did not have a work identifier (this applies in
particular to a number of smaller Latin poems in
anthologies).

•

Works by later classical Latin authors (due to the
relatively early end date of the PHI and the sparser
coverage of the Stoa inventory).

•

Works by authors about whom nothing was reliably
known, often not even the correct form of their name.

•

Fragmentary works.
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•

Works by authors later determined to be fictitious
(pseudo-authors or names simply attributed to a work).

During the first few years of cataloging, the basic procedure was
to simply create a catalog record for a work with no identifier and
label it as such. Starting in 2011, when the catalog first became
available online through an eXtensible catalog20 implementation,
the importance of unrepeated identifiers to ultimately (and ideally)
support the aggregation and discovery of all uniquely cataloged
works became increasingly clear. Because of the expandable
nature of the Stoa Registry of Latin Literature, identifiers have
been created both for Latin works that had either 1) previously
been cataloged and had no PHI or existing Stoa ids or 2) for
newly cataloged Latin works without any identifiers. For Greek
works that were not found in the TLG canon (a much smaller
number), a basic pattern of tlg-author name has been used as a
placeholder in the MADS and MODS files until such time as a
more formal system of identifier creation for fragmentary and
fictitious authors is decided upon (that will likely make use of
both CTS and CITE Collections). Currently, if a work does not
have a unique identifier, it cannot be found within the current
catalog interface.
Fragmentary authors and authors of small surviving texts have
been particularly challenging due to their often inconsistent
treatment in the traditional canons. For example, the TLG Canon
of Greek Authors and Works (3rd edition)21 assigns unique
identifiers to many fragmentary historians and to the individual
epigrammatists found in the Greek Anthology. In the online
canon, however, searching on the identifiers for epigrammatists
yields no results as all the individual epigrams are now found
under the identifier 7000.001 (Anthologia Graeca) and the user
needs to know the number of the book and individually numbered
epigram to find a specific epigram by an author. Although the
individual Greek epigrammatists are not individually searchable
(although their texts are still extant), a user can, nonetheless,
individually search for fragmentary historians (although
technically their work only exists as part of other surviving works)
thus leading to double results [4]. Thus, the Perseus Catalog has
made use of the last printed TLG canon and utilized the identifiers
for both fragmentary authors and other authors such as
epigrammatists.
Another identifier issue occurs when a single group identifier is
used to identify works that are often individually referenced in
published editions, such as the Lives of Nepos (phi588.1,
stoa0210-stoa003) and Suetonius (phi1348.1, stoa0268-stoa006).
In some cases, such as the Dialogi of Seneca the Younger, the
works have individual Stoa identifiers (stoa0255-stoa004,
stoa0255-stoa006 to stoa0255-stoa014), but only a single PHI
identifier (1017.12). In the cases of both Nepos and Suetonius,
the Perseus Catalog has followed an earlier solution developed for
the Perseus Digital Library of creating unique identifiers called
Abstract Bibliographic Object (ABOs) in order to uniquely
reference each of the individual lives (for example,
urn:cts:latinLit:phi0588.abo002 for the life Themistocles by
Nepos). For the Dialogi of Seneca and in several other instances
we have chosen to use the Stoa rather than the PHI identifier as
the default work identifier in order to support the most granular
level of work identification possible within the catalog.
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Another problematic case is when a single, top-level work
identifier is used for a work attributed to multiple traditional
(often dubious) authors, all of whom have authority records. This
is the case with the authors in the Scriptores Historiae Augustae
or Historia Augusta, which has the top-level identifier phi2331,
with various sub level identifiers for the individual work titles.
This can create data aggregation challenges when attempting to
support both searching for a textgroup such as the Scriptores
Historiae Augustae, while also attempting to preserve the ability
to search for the traditional individual author names.

4. CTS-COMPLIANT EPIDOC TEI XML
REFERENCE TRANSCRIPTIONS
Where the FRBR catalog provides breadth of coverage by
tracking many different versions of a work, the collection of
reference transcriptions provides depth. The collection attempts to
provide at least one curated transcription for every work so that
this transcription can be used as a query to locate, and a
framework around which to organize, many other versions and
quotations of the same work in potentially very large collections.
In order to implement this we decided to make the canonical
citation scheme the primary hierarchical structure in our TEI
XML. CTS describes a protocol and the backend data can be
stored in many different ways — the Perseus Hopper developed
by David A. Smith in the 1990s could already extract multiple
overlapping hierarchies from XML texts. But we made a decision
to structure the TEI XML texts so as to facilitate third parties who
wished to integrate them into a CTS compliant environment. This
transformation required a substantial restructuring: citation
boundaries often occurred in the middle of other hierarchies (most
often speeches or extended quotations).
We have also begun to review the tagging in our Greek and Latin
texts to make them more consistent with each other and to bring
these TEI XML documents more consistent with each other and to
make the collection as a whole more consistent with the epiDoc22
subset of TEI XML tags developed by classicists, originally for
inscriptions and papyri. At present we have draft revised TEI
XML P5 versions for 2,232 of 2,770 Greek and Latin primary
texts in the Perseus collection. These can now be represented in a
serialized form where each word has a unique identifier.
Given a text with citation scheme, we can now build a unique
identifier for each word in that text The URN
cts:latinLit:phi0914.phi0011.perseus-lat3:1.40 designates chapter
40 of book 1 of Livy’s History of Rome in the Conway/Walters
Oxford Classical Text edition of Livy books 1-5. The string “cum
intentus in eum” within that chapter can be represented as
cum@3, intentus@1, in@9, eum@1, se@4. Thus we uniquely
identify the third instance of the word cum, the ninth instance of
the word in, and the fourth instance of the word se in that version
of that cited chunk of Livy.
We use this index (Table 1) rather than a serial number (e.g, word
1, word 2, … word n) to simplify representing variants in
different editions. This allows us to represent different editions in
a compact fashion. In the examples below, we see how the
transcription of the edition in the Oxford Classical Text differs
from the transcription of the edition in the Loeb Classical Library.

22
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6. MORE CTS REFERENCE EDITIONS

Table 1: Index of words in Livy editions
OCT

Loeb

1.41

confidere

1

Same

Confidere

1

1.41

propediem

1

Sub

Prope

1

Insert

Diem

1

1.41
1.41

Ipsum

1

Same

Ipsum

1

1.41

Eos

1

Same

Eos

1

5. TOWARDS LINKED DATA
The CTS data has been developed over several years and as such
is currently at various levels of compatibility with current best
practices for Linked Data.
Because the data in the catalog is essential to facilitating the
current development efforts of the Perseus Digital Library and the
new Open Philology Project, and we also believe it can be a
valuable tool for others in the Digital Classics and Digital
Humanities communities, we made a decision to release the data
and the catalog interface to it before we could claim full
compliance with Linked Data standards and before the revised
TEI XML texts were ready. We are taking an incremental
approach to compliance. This coincides with a larger effort of the
Perseus Project to make all of its data available as proper Linked
Data.
We have started by thinking carefully about the URIs that we are
using to name and address the Perseus texts, catalog metadata, and
other data objects from the Perseus Digital Library, ensuring that
these URIs will be stable and properly dereferenceable.23
Publishing and supporting these URIs was a core requirement for
1.0 Release of the catalog.
As of the 1.0 Release, URIs are used to name all Textgroups,
Works, Editions and Translations in the catalog, and we have
published alternate versions of these URIs for the HTML and
Atom resource formats currently available for the catalog data.
We have also linked the texts in the Perseus Digital Library to the
Perseus Catalog. And finally we have linked the canonical data
URIs for the Perseus texts and citations to the catalog via HTTP
303 redirects, so that if a text or citation addressed using a Perseus
data URI is not yet available in the Perseus Digital Library, users
of these URIs can be redirected to any bibliographic information
available in the Perseus Catalog for the requested resource.
The next steps on the roadmap to linked data compliance will be:

23

•

to release all the Perseus Catalog data as RDF triples,
available via common RDF serialization formats,
including RDF/XML and JSON-LD.

•

to add RDF-A attributes to the HTML displays of the
Perseus Catalog

The syntax for objects in the Perseus catalog is described here
(http://sites.tufts.edu/perseuscatalog/documentation/userguide/catalogdata-uris/), while the URI syntax for texts,
citations and other data objects in the Perseus Digital Library
can be found here (http://sites.tufts.edu/perseusupdates/betafeatures/perseus-stable-uris/)
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As of January 2014, Leipzig has data entry contracts on-going
with two different vendors to create TEI XML transcriptions for
all 55 public domain volumes of the Corpus Scriptorum
Ecclesiasticorum Latinorum (CSEL) and the first 50 volumes of
the Patrologia Latina series. Leipzig is also preparing a data entry
contract based upon a new workflow for correction of OCRgenerated Classical Greek.

7. CONCLUSION
The CTS data model provides a structure by which the Perseus
Catalog and Perseus Collection of Greek and Latin TEI XML
source documents can smoothly drive each other. We can identify
a new edition of a Greek or Latin work in the Perseus Catalog and
then create a TEI XML transcription with citation scheme. We
can then use the TEI XML transcription as a query with which to
search for many other editions and quotations of the work,
returning not only matched text but the appropriate citations (e.g.,
this edition of Livy covers only books 1-5, this section of
Athenaeus quotes that section of the Iliad). The matched text and
citation data then feeds back into the Perseus Catalog (e.g.,
allowing us to specify precisely what chunks of a work appear in a
given printed volume or on a given printed page).
The integrated collection of FRBR metadata and CTS compliant
TEI XML Greek and Latin sources thus provides us with a
framework that supports large scale and intensive analysis. The
FRBR hierarchy allows us to organize many different versions of
the same work. The CTS encoded transcriptions allow us to
identify partial instances of a text (e.g., an edition of book 6 of the
Aeneid or a quotation from chapter 42 of book 2 of Thucydides’
History of the Peloponnesian War). The word by word
serialization allows us to support precise annotations on particular
words in particular editions. Overall, the FRBR/CTS data
provides a foundation for big and deep data analysis that is
essential to a mature digital infrastructure.
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